And more benefits

✓ Added value - smart and professional presentation
✓ Fast return on investment due to uniquely thin banding materials
✓ Multiple bands, cross banding, separating, stacking, matrix collating ... and more
✓ Connect up to your cutting, folding, collating equipment
✓ Simple and clear operation manual
✓ We work with you on full specifications for special requirements
✓ Professional after sales support
✓ Fast delivery of banding materials - large orders at short notice

A worldwide network of qualified distributors, ready to answer all your banding requirements.

Our friendly staff are ready to answer your questions. Please contact us for more information.

Bandall International
Marconiweg 9a 3442 AD Woerden The Netherlands  Post Box 536 3440 AM Woerden The Netherlands
T +31 (0)348 431520  F +31 (0)348 431480  E info@bandall.com  I www.bandall.com

Bandall, made in Holland
Bandall banding with no damage to edges, guaranteed!

Welcome to Bandall, setting the standard in banding since 1988

The Dutch company Bandall continues to develop innovative technological banding equipment in response to our customers’ needs. In more than 80 countries worldwide Bandall supplies semi automatic, fully automatic, integrated equipment, standard modular systems and custom made solutions. Banding together all possible graphics products from bundles of tiny labels to large and heavy carton products. Size is no issue! Bandall banding is an efficient and reliable logistical solution offering great savings and benefits all round.

No damaged edges, guaranteed!

In the Graphics Industry much consideration and effort goes into the actual process of design and printing. There is often little time left for the final process, also known as print finishing or post-press. This must always be rapid and Bandall banding solutions fulfil this requirement, simply, reliably, flexibly, quickly and innovatively with high quality technology. Printwork, perfectly finished with a paper or film band. Larger packages such as flat printed boxes can also be efficiently bundled with the help of a press. Equipment for very large products is offered exclusively by Bandall.

Printwork at the forefront

Bookbinders and print finishing departments in printing companies are ahead of the game with Bandall banding. This branch of industry recognised the value and advantages of banding early on. After all, printed goods and security documents must be bundled safely and without damage. To fulfil these specific requirements the right partner for advice, resources and materials is needed. Bandall has been this partner for many years and continues to be a key partner by working together with customers.

Endless Possibilities

To bundle banknotes, labels, brochures, magazines, business cards, notepaper, boxes for wine, luxury perfumes or household equipment, and other printed goods Bandall banding machines can be used as a stand alone or fully integrated in the production line. The easily mobile installations can be placed next to the folding machine, collator, stapler or cutting machine. For example, many Bandall systems are placed next to the cutting machines at label printing companies where stacks of sheet cut labels are automatically transported and banded.

Impress

The Graphics Industry thinks ahead in post-press and makes clever use of modern Bandall techniques and machinery. Bandall continues to invest and innovate, responds to market demands and develops new and inventive technology. Bandall continues to add value to the Graphics Industry.

Ingenious series: stand alone, fully automatic, OEM, custom made... and more

Bandall provides a complete range of products, from simple stand-alone machines to fully automatic, OEM and custom made solutions. Bandall equipment bundles together all products, even in demanding environments. The standard model can be fitted with options such as a press and printer to print while banding. Fully automatic systems are modular, including stacking, pusher and separator systems, conveyors often driven by servo motors. Our staff are ready to discuss your project requirements.

Standard band widths are 28 mm, 40 mm, 48 mm, 60 mm, 75 mm, 100 mm. Bandall is unique in processing wide banding and special band widths are available upon request. Pre printed banding material offers amazing possibilities.

Patented - means savings for you

Bandall has been granted an international patent for the unique technology to process the thinnest, and therefore most economical banding materials, 35 micron film is uniquely possible with Bandall equipment. Extra large rolls of banding film mean more stacks between roll change - 3000 meter and more on a roll.

Ultra Clean

Bandall uses an advanced Ultra Clean Seal (UCS) system to seal the band guaranteeing a clean weld. This method is based on heat and is 100% smoke and odour-free. The machines have mainly pneumatic and very few mechanical parts. Standard components and low priced parts ensure little maintenance is required: Bandall has the lowest cost of ownership.

Kind to the environment - reduce the burden

Using Bandall can contribute significantly to your goals in reducing environmental costs - less packaging, reduced waste, lower transport costs and energy use, clean and low maintenance.

Bandall bands...

- with no damage to edges, guaranteed - band tension can be adjusted with precision, ensuring a firm pack
- rapidly and reliably, thanks to the unique patented band transport system
- economically and environmentally friendly, use less packaging material thanks to the thinnest banding
- cleanly and guaranteed totally without smoke or odours

The Ultra Clean Seal (UCS) system is in all Bandall equipment

- with low energy costs and minimal maintenance costs - lowest cost of ownership
- simply and easily - touchscreen symbols means language free and operator friendly

Bandall, the standard in banding

The Bandall bundles products gently and without damage. Our efforts for sustainable and environmentally friendly production are supported by the low use of film or paper banding material. This creates less waste for us and our customers.

Mark Ruf, Paper Supply Manager Germany & Switzerland / Central Europe

SCA Packaging Switzerland AG

After 40 years’ experience in packaging and bundling, from a trading company in the Benelux to a reputable manufacturer and global enterprise, this makes me proud.

Pieter P. Wolf, co-founder Bandall

+ Bundle with care
+ Fast and efficient
+ Safe and clean
+ Neat and consistent
+ Low operational costs
+ Flexible
+ Simple to operate
+ Language free